
 

Bankmed chooses New Media as content partner

Bankmed has appointed New Media to publish Bankmed Bounce magazine. After a competitive pitch process New Media
has been awarded the business and will be producing two printed magazines per annum, with a print run of over 115,000
copies, as well as ongoing digital content for Bankmed's various digital platforms. November will be the first issue published
by New Media.

“The New Media team demonstrated an understanding of our scheme, our brand and our target market and we were
particularly impressed with their creative pitch. We are excited to work with New Media as we expand and improve the
overall content offering for our membership,” said Zubeir Shah, Senior Manager: Communications for Bankmed.

“New Media’s strategy is to have the very best editorial talent creating the very best content in specialist focus areas. The
addition of the well-established and extremely respected Bankmed brand to the stable bolsters our healthy lifestyle
credentials and we’re delighted to be working with their team. As healthy-living becomes the new cool, we’re well positioned
to develop even stronger skills and expertise in this area,” said Andrew Nunneley, Director: Content Strategy at New Media.
“Our team has a wealth of health expertise and features past editors and art directors from some of South Africa’s best-
known health and lifestyle magazines. This editorial and creative depth allowed us to propose a fresh content and creative
approach which will differentiate Bankmed Bounce magazine from the plethora of content available to South Africans.”

Bankmed has been in operation since 1914 and is a closed medical scheme serving the South African banking industry.
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New Media

New Media is a world-class digital agency with a reputation for powerful storytelling. We build emotional
connections between brands and their audiences. And thanks to our innovative tech, the compelling content
we create is strategic, measurable and a proven return on investment. Partner with us and transform your
business through the power of storytelling and technology.
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